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Fed more cautious as
regards rate cuts

At its meeting, the US Federal Reserve expressed more caution than previously with

regard to possible interest rate cuts, as inflation has been surprisingly high in recent

months. In our view, the inflation problem will not be so easy to solve if the economy

continues to perform well. We therefore expect the first rate cut only in December. The

central bank has also announced that it will now reduce its bond portfolio more slowly.

The decisions: slower reduction of the securities portfolio
As expected, the Fed has not changed its key interest rates. The target range for the Fed

funds rate thus remains at 5.25%-5.50%. This and all other decisions were unanimous.

In the statement, the central bank pointed out that no progress has been made in

reducing inflation in recent months. In addition, the previous wording that the risks with

regard to achieving the employment and inflation goals "are moving into better balance"

has been toned down somewhat. In the new wording, this is described as a past rather

than an ongoing development.

As before, the central bank states that it not expect, it will be appropriate to cut rates

until it has gained greater confidence that inflation will move sustainably towards the 2%

target. There were no new projections this time, an update will follow at the next meeting

in June.

As expected, the central bank plans to change its balance sheet policy. Since 2022, the

central bank has reduced its securities portfolio, which had become bloated due to the

pandemic-related stimulus measures, by not reinvesting some of the proceeds from

maturing securities (“quantitative tightening”, QT). The portfolio of government bonds

fell by up to $60 billion per month and the volume of agency and agency mortgage

securities by up to $35 billion. Following a considerable reduction in the balance sheet,

the pace is now being slowed. Beginning in June, the Committee will slow the pace of

decline of its securities holdings by reducing the monthly redemption cap on Treasury

securities from $60 billion to $25 billion. The Committee will maintain the monthly

redemption cap on agency debt and agency mortgage‑backed securities at $35 billion and

will reinvest any principal payments in excess of this cap into Treasury securities.

Press conference: Inflation postpones interest rate cuts
At the press conference, Fed Chair Powell explicitly pointed out that the progress on

inflation has stalled recently. It would therefore probably take longer than previously

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20240501a.htm


thought before the central bank had the confidence that inflation would fall to 2%.

According to the statement, this is a prerequisite for interest rate cuts.

Powell continued to classify monetary policy as restrictive, especially as the labor market

is cooling, as evidenced by today's data on job vacancies. In the view of the central bank,

this suggests that inflation should calm down. Policy makers will wait and see how the

data develops and then decide accordingly.

Under the impression of the recent unsatisfactory inflation data, Powell was also asked

about possible interest rate hikes, Powell said that an interest rate hike as the next move

was “unlikely”. However, he did not repeat his earlier statement that the interest rate

peak had likely been reached.

Conclusion: First step not before December
After the last three inflation prints surprised to the upside, the timing of possible interest

rate cuts has been postponed to the future, especially as the economy continues to

perform quite well. Inflationary pressure is likely to ease only slightly, at least in the

coming months. Our first provisional estimate for April is 0.4% month-on-month,

excluding energy and food 0.3%. Extrapolated to an annual rate, this would be around

4%, which is still far too high. It is therefore unlikely that the central bank will have

sufficient confidence already in summer that it will achieve its inflation target. It

will probably also want to see a series of favorable monthly data after the recent

disappointments.

In our view, all this suggests that the first rate cut of 25 basis points is unlikely until

December. This would mean that the interest rate peak of 5.50% would last for 17

months, longer than in recent cycles (Chart 1). At that time, however, there was no

inflation problem. In any case, we only see a relatively limited potential for interest rate

cuts of 75 basis points in total to 4.75% in spring 2025, as inflation is likely to remain

above target in the longer term due to the tight labor market and structural factors such

as demographics and protectionism.

Chart 1 - The Fed is likely to keep rates at peak level rather long

Time elapsed between last rate hike (designation of columns) and first rate cut in respective cycle, in months. Current cycle: first cut

expected in December 2024.
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